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[51] ABSTRACT 
A connector mechanism for electrically connecting two 
structures 22, 24 carrying conducting lines 26, com 
prises ?xed contacts 28 on one of the structures and 
?oating contacts 30 on the other of the structures, the 
?oating contacts being free to move towards and away 
from the ?xed contacts and across the ?xed contacts as 
independent motions, under the control of a common 
actuator 50, S2, 54, each ?oating contact being an elec 
trically integral part, carried by the actuator, of a ?exi 
ble conductive ?lm 34. > 

The provision of a shroud 46 on the ?xed contact struc 
ture carrying markings 48A, 48B registered with the 
?xed contacts 28 and engaging the actuator provides 
coarse location, while the ?exibility of the web and the 
mounting of the ?oating contacts on a resilient pad 38 
on a carriage 50 provided with cam followers 54 riding 
on a multi-throw linear cam 52, together comprising the 
actuator permits independent locating and wiping mo 
tions, independently of each other and at selected pres 
sures, including zero pressure on insertion, making the 
connector mechanism an effective ZIF connector. 

41 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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CONNECTOR MECHANISMS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

This application is a re-issue of US. Pat. No. 4,636,019 
issued Jan. 13, I987 from application Ser. No. 801.386 
?led Nov. 22, 1985 which is a continuation of application 
Ser. No. 577,460 ?led Feb. 6, 1984, now abandoned. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to connector mecha 
nisms for releasably electrically connecting two struc 
tures which carry conducting lines and provides a solu 
tion to the problem, common to such connector mecha 
nisms, of accommodating both the damage free en 
gagement/dis-engagement of the two separable por 
tions of the connector mechanism as well as establishing 
the positive and accurate the internal electrical coupling 
required. The term "Zero insertion Force (Z1F)" Con 
nectors is frequently applied to such mechanisms. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

It is normal for data processing equipment to be ag 
gregated of a plurality of cards, which have electrical 
components mounted thereon and which have the inter 
component and intercard electrical connections pro 
vided by conducting lines formed on the card surfaces. 
Such cards are assembled into a housing and/or onto a 
board, also incorporating conducting lines, the function 
of which is to transmit electrical signals from compo 
nent to component, card to card and from card to board 
and so on. Further, repairs are effected by card replace 
ment. The function of the connector mechanisms to 
which the present invention relates is to inter-connect 
the conducting lines on any pair of abutting structures, 
whether these be cards, boards, cables or housings. 
The prior art contains many proposed forms of such 

connectors and reference is made to but a selection of 
these, by way of example, the criterion for selecting 
being that all the prior art selections involve the use of 
a ?exible conductive member, in some form or other, 
and one of the basic elements of the present invention is 
a ?exible conductive ?lm through the present invention 
uses its ?lm in a way that is not to be found in the prior 
art. U.S. Pat. No. 3,149,896 to Hall J. R., relates to 
connecting a multiple conductor cable to a rigid circuit 
element by clamping the cable into a housing in such a 
way that its conductors are coupled to pins in the hous 
ing which extend into a slot into which the rigid circuit 
element is pushed, displacing the pins and establishing 
the required electrical connections. This is a typical 
example of the kind of connector which is virtually 
certain to damage the conducting lines of any rigid 
circuit element which is repeatedly pushed into the slot. 
US Pat. Nos. 3,825,878 to Finger C., and 4,227,767 to 
Mouissie B., are essentially similar, as is, to some extent, 
the arrangement described in IBM Technical Disclo 
sure Bulletin, vol. 25, No. 1, June 1982, pages 370 and 
371, although it hints at a modi?cation which might 
avoid insertion damage in that the housing may be ar 
ranged with extension to permit it to be used in the 
manner of a so-called "Bull" clip. 
US. Pat. Nos. 3,573,704 to Tarver C. R., 3,629,787 to 

Wilson J., and 4,116,516 to Grif?n W. I.., all relate to 
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2 
connectors which may avoid the damage problem since 
they are dismantled and reassembled around the ele 
ments to be interconnected but cannot be thought of as 
being particularly convenient. The last of these three 
patents deals with the establishing of electrical connec 
tions to the various layers in a multi-layer cable. 

U.S. pat. No. 3,977,756 to Rodondi A. F., relates to a 
connector in which a ?exible printed circuit is wrapped 
around a rigid printed circuit and then is secured in its 
operative condition by a cap which is forced thereover. 
In this case, apart from being limited in the types of 
structure that it can interconnect, it may damage the 
?exible circuit board. 
US. Pat. Nos. 4,252,389 to Olsson B. E, and 

4,334,728 to Reynolds C. E. et al., however, both relate 
to zero insertion force connectors and are essentially 
non-damaging. In each case, a clamp carried by the 
rigid structure is used to exert wiping pressure on the 
idle side of a ?exible conductive ?lm placed between it 
and the rigid structure. These kinds of arrangement 
have several undesirable features including an unavoid 
able dependence on the accuracy of the user and the 
need for the clamp, in toto, to be carried by the rigid 
structure. In addition, the application of such an ar 
rangement is essentially limited. 
The present invention seeks to provide a connector 

mechanism that is non-damaging, of general applica 
tion, is capable, at least in an extended form, of tolerat 
ing less than accurate handling by the user and will 
ensure positive electrical coupling of compatible struc 
ture and conducting line combinations. 
According to one aspect of the present invention, 

there is provided a connector mechanism releasably 
electrically interconnecting two structures, each said 
structure carrying conducting lines, said connector 
mechanism comprising common actuator means; ?xed 
contact means, said ?xed contact means being mounted 
on one of said structures, electrically connected to said 
conducting lines on said one of said structures and ?xed 
relative to said one of said structures; ?exible conduc 
tive ?lm, said ?exible conductive ?lm forming part of 
the other of said structures and accommodating at least 
one extension of said conducting lines thereof; ?oating 
contact means, said ?oating contact means being an 
electrically integral part ofsaid ?exible conductive ?lm, 
carried by said common actuator means and free to 
move both toward and away from said ?xed contact 
means as well as across said ?xed contact means, as 
independent motions, under the control of said common 
actuator means, while said structures are maintained in 
an engaged juxtaposition. 
According to another aspect of the present invention, 

there is provided a connector mechanism for electri 
cally connecting a ?rst and second structure, each of 
which carries conducting lines, comprising ?xed 
contact means provided on said ?rst structure and elec 
trically connected to the conducting lines carried by 
said ?rst structure, ?exible ?lm means provided with 
conducting lines, said conducting lines on said ?lm 
being electrically connected at one end of said ?lm 
means to the conducting lines carried by said second 
structure, ?oating contact means provided on said ?exi 
ble ?lm means, said conducting lines on said ?lm means 
being electrically connected at the other end of said ?lm 
means to said ?oating contact means, and actuator 
means associated with said ?lm means for moving said 
?oating contact means both toward and away from said 
?xed contact means and across the ?xed contact means, 
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as independent motions, while said structures are main 
tained in an engaged juxtaposition. 
As described hereinafter, a connector mechanism 

according to the present invention, for electrically con 
necting two structures carrying conducting lines, com 
prises ?xed contacts on one of the structures and ?oat 
ing contacts on the other of the structures, the ?oating 
contacts being free to move towards and away from the 
?xed contacts and across the ?xed contacts as indepen 
dent motions, under the control of a common actuator 
each ?oating contact being an electrically integral part, 
carried by the actuator, of a ?exible conductive ?lm. 
The provision of a shroud on the ?xed contact struc 

ture carrying markings registered with the ?xed 
contacts and engaging the actuator provides coarse 
location, while the ?exibility of the web and the mount 
ing of the ?oating contacts on a resilient pad, on a car 
riage provided with cam followers riding on a multi 
throw linear cam permits independent locating and 
wiping motions, independently of each other and at 
selected pressures, including, of course, zero pressure 
on insertion making the connector mechanism an effec‘ 
tive ZIF connector. 
The present invention will be described further, by 

way of example, with reference to embodiments 
thereof, as illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 

IN THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a partially cut~away, diagrammatic, per 
spective view of a mated edge connector circuit board 
and another board, interconnected by a plurality of 
connector mechanisms of one form according to the 
present invention; 
FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the arrangement of 

FIG. 1, further cut-away; 
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic graphical representation of 

the intercontact movements and pressures involved in 
the operation of the arrangement of FIGS. 1 and 2; 

FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic partially exploded perspec 
tive view of one end of one of the ?exible webs of the 
arrangement of FIGS. 1 and 2; _ 
FIG. Sis a side view of the ?xed contact region of the 

connector mechanism of FIGS. 1 and 2; and 
FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic perspective view of a detail 

of an alternative embodiment of the invention. 
FIGS. 1 and 2 show one complete connector mecha 

nism 20 and a plurality of partial connector mechanisms 
according to the present invention. Some component 
parts are detailed on the complete connector mecha 
nism, which is located in the positive octant delineated 
by the co-ordinate axes shown in FIG. 1, and some on 
the partial mechanisms for clarity since they are located 
on surfaces of the complete mechanism that are ob‘ 
scured. The single connector mechanism electrically 
connects two structures 22, 24 carrying conducting 
lines 26, comprises ?xed contacts 28 on structure 22, 
and ?oating contacts 30 on structure 24, the ?oating 
contacts being free to move towards and away from the 
?xed contacts and across the ?xed contacts as indepen 
dent motions, under the control of a common actuator 
32, each ?oating contact being an electrically integral 
part carried by the actuator, of a ?exible conductive 
?lm 34. The ?lm (see FIG. 4) is formed of alternate 
layers of conductive and non-conductive material, so 
that at least some of the conductive material forms a 
transmission line structure, and the ?lm is provided 
with apertures 44 to enhance its ?exibility. 
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4 
The common actuator is a compound camming 

mechanism, able to produce time separated motion in 
different directions (as illustrated in FIG. 3) in a single 
actuation, the ?oating contacts being carried by a resil 
ient interposer 38, fixed to a carriage 50 which carries 
cam followers 54A and 54B engaging a linear cam 52. 
When the connector mechanism 20 is assembled into 

the con?guration shown in FIG. I by bringing together 
the two structures 22, 24, by relative motion in the Z2 
direction, a single pass of the linear cam 52 produces the 
following main sequence of time separated relative 
movements: 

motion of the ?oating contacts 30 toward the ?xed 
contacts 28 in XX direction until the ?oating contacts 
30 just touch the ?xed contacts 28, followed by at 
tempted motion of the floating contacts 30 toward the 
?xed contacts 28 such that distortion of the resilient 
interposer 38 applies a pressure between the ?xed 
contacts 28 and ?oating contacts 30; 

motion of the ?oating contacts 30 across the ?xed 
contacts 28 in the YY direction; 

motion of the ?oating contacts 30 substantially re 
tracing at least part of the previous path across the ?xed 
contacts in the YY direction; and 

attempted further motion of the ?oating contacts 30 
towards the ?xed contacts 28 further increasing the 
pressure between the ?xed and ?oating contacts 28, 30. 
The ?xed contact structure 22 of the two structures 

shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 carries a rigidly attached 
shroud 46. The shroud 46 locates the cam in the XX and 
YY directions with respect to the ?xed contacts on 
initial assembly of the connector mechanism and carries 
locating markings 48A, 48B which are registered with 
the ?xed contacts. When the actuator 32 is initially 
actuated, by means of a handle (not shown), the car 
riage 50 is moved, in the YY direction, into engagement 
with the locating markings 48B of the shroud 46, locat 
ing the carriage in the Z2 direction. 
The initial and terminal phases of the actuator 32 

operation are relatively idle, and resetting of the ‘actua 
tor 32 returns the ?oating contacts 30 to their starting 
positions, retracing the listed motions in reverse order. 
As already indicated, there is a connector mechanism 

20 on each side of card 22, and the two connector mech 
anisms are loosely coupled, as by member 64 (see FIG. 
6). 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

Returning to the embodiments illustrated in FIGS. 1 
to 5 of the drawings and considering them in greater 
detail, structure 22 is a printed circuit card, of which 
only a corner is shown, and has conducting lines 26 on 
both faces thereof, each set of conducting lines ending 
in a 4><N array of contact dimples 28, ?xed relative to 
the card. The conducting lines 26 are only hinted at, 
rather than being shown accurately in FIGS. 1 and 2 
and no attempt has been made to show their connection 
to the contact dimples 28. In any case, much of the 
conducting line con?guration will be buried in most 
applications. Shroud 46 overhangs the contact dimple 
array and is formed of two substantially equal mutually 
perpendicular extents 46A and 46B. Extent 46A is per 
pendicular to the face ofthe card from which it extends 
and parallel to the card edge and the N-dimension of the 
contact array. Extent 46B extends parallel to the card 
face beyond the card edge and has a T-cross-section 
groove 48A let into its inner surface facing the contact 
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array. Extent 463 has notches 46B let into its exposed 
edge. Selected surfaces of the groove and notches are 
accurately registered with the contact array and act as 
locating markings. 

Linear cam 52 has an integral longitudinal rail 52A 
which ?ts into the groove 48A in the shroud and aligns 
the pass direction of the linear cam relative to the ?xed 
contact array in the Z2 direction. The cam 52 has mul 
tiple pairs of camming surfaces providing throws in 
both the XX and the YY directions but these are ar 
ranged, relative to the cam followers 54A and 54B, so 
that the currently effective throw is either entirely in 
the XX direction or entirely in the YY direction. The 
effect of these throws for a single pass of the linear cam 
is illustrated in FIG. 3. 

In addition to ?tting in the groove 48A in the shroud, 
the linear cam 52 also ?ts into the carriage 50 which is 
a generally rectangular channel, open at the ends for 
access in the Z2 direction and having walls extending 
in the XX direction. Eight cam followers are located in 
the inner surfaces of the carriage channel. The four 
followers 54A cooperate with the cam to move the 
carriage in the YY direction, while the four followers 
548 cooperate with the cam to move the carriage in the 
XX direction. It is pointed out that the recited relative 
orientation of the component parts holds for the con 
nector mechanisms when assembled. Clearly, since each 
mechanism can be dis-assembled and handled in isola 
tion there is no absolute signi?cance in the recited ori 
entations. The object of the exercise is to locate the cam 
in the shroud and, by moving the cam in the carriage in 
the Z2 direction, move the carriage in both the XX 
direction and the YY direction while keeping these 
motions quite separate. 
The base of the carriage channel thus aligns with 

extent 468 of the shroud and resilient interposer 38 is 
?xed to the exposed surface of the base. The end of 
?exible ?lm 34 that carries the floating contacts 30, 
hidden for the full mechanism in the positive octant but 
shown for the opposed partially illustrated mechanism, 
is ?xed to the exposed surface of the interposer with the 
floating contacts, in a 4><N array conforming to the 
?xed contact array, exposed and aligned with the car 
riage as the ?xed contact array is aligned with the 
shroud. The floating contacts 30 are flat and square and 
the intention is to center one ?xed contact dimple 28 on 
each ?oating contact ?at 30, assuming a fully active 
array. The ?lm 34 passes under the carriage and is 
locked under a guide rail 70 ?xed to a mother board 72, 
the conducting lines 26 in the ?lm being electrically 
coupled to the mother board conducting lines (not 
shown). Thus, a single basic ?oating contact structure 
in this arrangement comprises the cam 52, the carriage 
50, the interposer 38, the ?lm 34, the guide rail 70 and 
the mother board 72 (although a plurality of connector 
mechanisms are indicated in FIGS. 1 and 2 and certain 
component elements are shared). 
The cam and carriage combination is connected to 

the mother board by the ?lm 34, the inherent ?exibility 
of which is enhanced by the longitudinal apertures 44 
therein, but the combination can move relatively freely 
away from and across the mother board due to the 
?lm‘sd‘sexibility and also due to a certain amount of ?lm 
length which is surplus to minimal requirements. This 
freedom of movement of the combination is necessary 
to permit interlocking of the actuator, shroud and guide 
rail to establish registration in a manner to be described 
and to permit the cam driven motion sequence of the 
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6 
floating contacts. The connector mechanisms of this 
invention are designed to be electrical connectors not 
physical locking mechanisms. They permit the card 
structures to be assembled and held mechanically to 
gether, without the need for registration to a degree of 
precision equivalent to the contact pitch, since the the 
?ne adjustment is internal, using the slack in the ?lm. 

Interlocking of the component elements is partly a 
function of the engagement of the cam rail 52A in the 
groove 48A and partly a function of the engagement of 
a pair of lugs 55 extending outwardly and downwardly 
from the lower wall of the carriage, in the notches 488 
in the shroud, as well as in a corresponding pair of 
cut-aways 73 in the guide rail. 
The lugs essentially remain engaged in the cut-aways 

but, being of smaller dimensions, can move within the 
cut-aways in all three indicated directions, and, in par 
ticular, can move downwardly in the YY direction by at 
least the depth of the notches 48B without impacting 
the ?lm 34. If one considers the rail of the cam to be 
?xed in the YY direction relative to the mother board, 
which is effectively correct in all operative conditions, 
and the cam to be fully retracted, the cam maintains the 
carriage depressed suf?ciently in the YY direction for 
the bottom of the shroud, when sliding forwardly in the 
Z2 direction with the cam rail engaged in the shroud 
groove, to clear the tops of the lugs. In this way, the 
notches 488 can be brought into position over the lugs. 
Also, during such initial engagement, other surfaces of 
the cam maintain the carriage, and hence the ?oating 
contacts, clear of the ?xed contacts on the card. From 
the point of view of establishing electrical contact con 
nection, the camming mechanism is idle and the concep 
tual conditions indicated at the origins in the graphs of 
FIG. 3 obtain. During initial engagement, there is no 
relative movement of the cam with respect to the car 
riage. 
To establish electrical contact connection, the cam is 

pulled steadily in the Z2 direction for a ?xed distance, 
moving the carriage alternately in the YY direction and 
in the XX direction relative to the shroud and hence 
correspondingly moving or attempting to move the 
?oating contacts relative to the ?xed contacts. This 
activity is illustrated to the right of the origins in FIG. 
3. As the cam moves in the 2; direction from its re 
tracted position corresponding to the origin in FIG. 3 to 
a position indicated by 21, the carriage is raised in the 
YY direction relative to the shroud, moving the lugs 
upwardly in the YY direction into the notches 488. The 
notches have tapered sides and serve to register the 
carriage with the shroud in the Z2 direction, conse 
quently, simplarly registering the contacts in the Z2 
direction. 
The next part of the action of the cam as it moves 

from Z; to Z3 is to move the carriage away from the 
shroud toward the card in the XX direction and, at 
some point of the cam movement indicated as Z2, the 
contacts will touch and the resilient interposer 38 will 
begin to compress. At this point, actual pressure be 
tween the contacts begins to build, as indicated in the 
middle graph in FIG. 3. Inter-contact pressure builds 
due to compression of the interposer until, at 23, the 
cam ceases to drive the carriage in the XX direction and 
starts to drive the carriage ?rst upwardly and then 
partially back again in the YY direction. This action, 
corresponding to travel of the cam from Z3 to 24, pro 
duces wiping and backwiping of the floating contacts 
over the ?xed contacts at constant inter-contact pres 
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sure. Thereafter, the cam, traveling from Z4 to Z5, 
ceases to drive the carriage in the YY direction and 
continues driving the carriage away from the shroud in 
the XX direction. increasing the compression of the 
interposer and the inter-contact pressure. Thereafter, 
the cam becomes idle, maintaining the status quo until 
movement of the cam ceases, electrical contact having 
been ?nally established at 25. 

it is pointed out that, with the described arrangement, 
the card contacts are well protected. During engage 
ment, with the cam “retracted", it is not possible to both 
engage the cam rail with the shroud groove and have 
even accidental contact collision. During wipe, the 
inter-contact pressure is controlled and constant, to 
produce adequate wiping action with minimum wear. 
The ?lm structure is illustrated in FIG. 4 which con 

centrates on the end of the ?lm 34 which incorporates 
the ?oating contacts 30. The ?lm comprises a sandwich 
of ?ve layers 30 and 26, 42, 40, 42, 26 which are shown 
partially separated but which are, in fact, bonded to 
gether. Layers 42 are nonconductive polymer and en 
close conductive layer 40 which, apart from an array of 
apertures 41 corresponding to the contact array and the 
slots 44, is a continuous layer comprising a ground 
plane. The two outer layers are conductive and de?ne 
the ?oating contacts 30 and the individual conductive 
paths thereto. Because a dense contact array is desired, 
only two rows of contacts 30 connect directly to con 
ductive paths 26 provided on the same (upper) exposed 
surface as is occupied by the contacts. The other two 
rows of contacts 30 connect, through conductive vias 
31 in the ?lm, to respective conductive paths provided 
on the other (lower) exposed surface. 
As already indicated, the basic connector mechanism 

connects to one area of one side of the card. As hinted 
at in FIGS. 1 and 2, one would reasonably expect to 
require connector mechanisms on both sides of a card 
and, for a card of signi?cant edge length, plural ?lms, 
interposers (which may be springs) and carriages, per 
side. In this latter case, the cam and shroud, on each side 
of the card, can be common to all the connector mecha 
nisms of the respective side and it is recommended that, 
with connector mechanisms on both sides of the card, 
the cams are loosely inter-connected as illustrated in 
FIG. 6 by a coupling yoke 64. 
As the cam is pushed toward its retracted position, 

the illustrated connector mechanism will repeat the 
described sequence of operations, but in the reverse 
order, leaving the card and shroud free to be disengaged 
by being slid backwardly in the Z2 direction. It is possi 
ble, however, by use of a differently constructed cam to 
alter the sequence of relative motions on retraction the 
cam so that the ?rst action is complete separation of the 
contacts in the XX direction, followed by direct passage 
of the carriage to the point at which the carriage is 
depressed suf?ciently to disengage the lugs from the 
notches 48B. 
As opposed to the speci?c arrangement shown in the 

drawings, the part 60 of the ?lm 34 remote from the 
?oating contacts 30 may be connected to: 

(a) the ?oating contacts 30 of a similar connector 
mechanism 20, so that the conducting lines of the ?oat 
ing contact structure, in each case, are merely those of 
the ?exible web; or 

(b) a ?xed structure, such as a housing, or to a mov 
able structure which need be neither accurately regis 
tered with respect to the ?xed contacts 28, nor even 
close thereto. 
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We claim: 
1. A zero insertion force connector mechanism re 

leasably electrically interconnecting two structures, 
each said structures carrying conducting lines, said 
connector mechanism comprising: 

a common actuator means mounted on a second of 
said two structures so as to have one degree of 
freedom of movement only relative thereto be— 
tween a ?rst position and a second position, said 
common actuator locking said two structures in 
?xed relationship to each other, when in an en 
gaged juxtaposition; 

?rst contact means electrically connected to said 
conducting lines on a ?rst of said two structures 
and ?xed relative to said ?rst structure; 

a ?exible conductive ?lm forming part of said second 
structure and incorporating at least extensions of 
said conducting lines thereon; 

second contact means electrically connected to said 
conducting line extensions in said flexible conduc 
tive ?lm and being carried by said common actua 
tor means and being capable of independent or 
thogonal motion with two degrees of freedom 
relative to said ?rst contact means by movement of 
said common actuator means, from its ?rst to its 
second position while said ?rst and second struc 
tures are maintained in an engaged juxtaposition. 

2. The connector mechanism of claim 1, wherein said 
common actuator means comprises a compound cam 
ming mechanism able to produce time separated motion 
in different directions in a single actuation. 

3. The connector mechanism of claim 2, wherein said 
common actuator means comprises 

a carriage; 
at least one carn follower mounted on said carriage; 
a linear cam movable from said ?rst position to said 

second position and arranged when away from said 
?rst position to engage said at least one cam fol 
lower; and 

a resilient interposer, said resilient interposer being 
?xed to said carriage and supporting said second 
contact means array, 

said carriage engaging said second structure so as to 
be ?xed in the direction of movement of the linear 
cam and free to move in directions perpendicular 
thereto. 

4. The connector mechanism of claim 2, wherein, 
with the connector mechanism assembly by the prior 
bringing together of said two structures, a single pass of 
said common actuator means produces the following 
time separated sequence of relative movements: 

motion of said second contact means array toward 
said ?rst contact means array until said second 
contact means touch said ?rst contact means; fol 
lowed by 

motion of said second contact means array across said 
?xed contact means array. 

5. The connector mechanism of claim 3, wherein, 
with the connector mechanism assembled by the prior 
bringing together of said two structures, a single pass of 
said common actuator means produces the following 
time separated sequence of relative movements: 

motion of said second contact means array toward 
said ?rst contact means array until said second 
contact means just touch said ?xed contact means; 
followed by 

attempted motion of said second contact means array 
toward said ?rst contact means array such that 
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distortion of said resilient interposer applies a pres 
sure between said ?rst and second contact means; 
followed by 

motion of said second contact means array across said 
?rst contact means array; followed by 

further attempted motion of said second contact 
means array towards said ?rst contact means array 
further increasing the pressure between said ?rst 
and second contact means. 

6. The connector mechanism of claim 3, wherein, 
with the connector mechanism assembled by the prior 
bringing together of said two structures, a single pass of 
said linear cam produces the following time separated 
sequence of relative movements: 

motion of said second contact means array toward 
said ?rst contact means array until said second 
contact means just touch said ?rst contact means; 
followed by 

attempted motion of said second contact means array 
toward the ?rst contact means array such that 
distortion of said resilient interposer applies a pres 
sure between said ?rst and second contact means; 
followed by 

motion of said second contact means array across said 
?rst contact means array; followed by 

motion of said second contact means array substan 
tially retracing part of its previous path across said 
?rst contact means arrays; followed by 

further attempted motion of said second contact 
means array towards said ?rst contact means array 
further increasing the pressure between said ?rst 
and second contact means. 

7. The connector mechanism of claim 1, further in 
cluding a rigid shroud, mounted on said ?rst structure 
and engaging said common actuator means when said 
structures are in an engaged juxtaposition to act as a 
coarse locator for said structures when said common 
actuator means is in its ?rst position. 

8. The connector mechanism of claim 3, further in 
cluding a rigid shroud, mounted on said ?rst structure 
and engaging said common actuator means when said 
structures are in an engaged juxtaposition to act as an 
accurate locator for said linear cam in directions per 
pendicular thereto, and for said carriage in the direction 
of bringing together of said two structures when said 
linear cam is away from its ?rst position, relative to said 
?rst contact means array. 

9. The connector mechanism of claim 7, wherein the 
shroud embodies positioning elements registered with 
said ?rst contact means, and engageable with said actua 
tor means on movement thereof away from its said ?rst 
position to accurately relatively locate said two struc 
tures. 

10. The connector mechanism of claim 8, wherein the 
shroud embodies positioning elements registered with 
said ?rst contact means, and engageable by said linear 
cam and said carriage. 

11. The connector mechanism of claim 6, further 
including a rigid shroud, said shroud being mounted on 
said ?rst structure; and 

positioning elements, said positioning elements being 
incorporated in said shroud, in registration with 
s'?d ?rst contact means and engageable by said 
linear cam and said carriage when said structures 
are in an engaged juxtaposition, to act as an accu 
rate locator for said linear cam in directions per 
pendicular thereto, and for said carriage in the 
direction of bringing together of said two struc 
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10 
tures when said linear cam is away from its ?rst 
position, relative to said ?rst contact means. 

12. The connector mechanism of claim 9, wherein, 
with the connector mechanism assembled by the prior 
bringing together of said two structures, a single pass of 
said common actuator means produces the following 
time separated sequence of relative movements: 
motion of said second contact means array toward 

said ?rst contact means array until said second 
contact means just touch said ?rst contact means; 
followed by 

attempted motion of said second contact means array 
toward the ?rst contact means array such that 
distortion of said resilient interposer applies a pres 
sure between said ?rst and second contact means; 
followed by 

motion of said second contact means array across said 
?rst contact means array; followed by 

motion of said second contact means array substan 
tially retracing part of its previous path across said 
?rst contact means array; followed by 

further attempted motion of said second contact 
means array towards said ?rst contact means array 
further increasing the pressure between said ?rst 
and second contact means. 

13. The connector mechanism of claim 12, as one of a 
pair of such connector mechanisms connecting said two 
structures. 

14. The connector mechanism of claim 12, as one of a 
plurality of such connector mechanisms connecting said 
two structures, wherein said connector mechanism in 
corporates plural flexible ?lms and an equal plurality of 
carriages. 

15. The connector mechanism of claim 14, further 
including a coupling yoke coupling said linear cam 
means of said connector mechanism to the linear cam 
means of the other said mechanism, 

16. A zero insertion force connector mechanism, for 
electrically connecting a ?rst and a second structure 
each carrying conducting lines, comprising: 

a ?rst contact means ?xedly mounted as an array on 
said ?rst structure and electrically connected to 
said conducting lines carried by said ?rst structure; 

?exible ?lm means provided with conducting lines, 
said conducting lines on said ?lm being electrically 
connected at one end of said ?lm means to the 
conducting lines carried by said second structure; 

second contact means provided on said ?exible ?lm 
means as an array of a same spacing and con?gura 
tion as said ?rst contact means array; 

said conducting lines on said ?exible ?lm means being 
electrically connected at another end of said ?exi 
ble ?lm means to said second contact means; and 

actuator means associated with said ?lm means for 
moving said second contact means with indepen 
dent orthogonal motion with two degrees of free 
dom relative to said ?rst contact means array while 
said structures are maintained positionally locked 
relative to one another in accurate registration in 
an engaged juxtaposition by said connector mecha 
nism. 

17. The connector mechanism of claim 16, wherein 
said actuator means comprises 

a carriage; 
a resilient interposer, said resilient interposer being 

?xed to said carriage and mounting said second 
contact means array; and 
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a compound camming mechanism able to produce 
time separated motion in different directions in a 
single actuation, and incorporating plural cam fol 
lowers mounted on said carriage; and 

linear cam means engaging said cam followers, and 
arranged to produce, with the connector mecha 
nism assembled by the prior bringing together of 
said two structures, by a single pass of said actuator 
means, the following time separated sequence of 
relative movements: 

motion of said second contact means array toward 
said ?rst contact means array until said second 
contact means just touch said ?xed contact means; 
followed by 

attempted motion of said second contact means array 
toward said ?rst contact means array such that 
distortion of said resilient interposer applies a pres 
sure between said ?rst and second contact means; 
followed by 

motion of said second contact means array across said 
?rst contact means array; followed by 

further attempted motion of said second contact 
means array towards said ?rst contact means array 
further increasing the pressure between said ?rst 
and second contact means. 

18. The connector mechanism of claim 17, further 
including 

a rigid shroud, mounted on said ?rst structure and 
engaging said common actuator means when said 
structures are in an engaged juxtaposition to act as 
an accurate locator for said linear cam in directions 
perpendicular thereto, and for said carriage in the 
direction of bringing together of said two struc 
tures when said linear cam is away from its ?rst 
position, relative to said ?rst contact means array, 

said shroud incorporating locating elements regis 
tered with said ?rst contact means, and engageable 
by said linear cam and said carriage. 

19. A zero insertion force connector mechanism for 
electrically connecting a ?rst and a second structure, 
each carrying conducting lines, comprising: 

?rst contact means ?xedly mounted on said ?rst 
structure and electrically connected to said con 
ducting lines carried by said ?rst structure; 

?exible ?lm means provided with conducting lines. 
said conducting lines on said ?lm being electrically 
connected at a ?rst end thereof to conducting lines 
carried by said second structure; 

second contact means provided on said ?exible ?lm 
means, said conducting lines on said ?lm means 
being electrically connected at a second end 
thereof to said second contact means; and 

actuator means associated with said ?lm means for 
moving said second contact means with indepen 
dent orthogonal motion with two degrees of free 
dom relative to said ?rst contact means when said 
structures are locked relative to each other in accu 
rate registration in an engaged juxtaposition by said 
connector mechanism. 

20. .4 connector for electrically connecting the circuits on 
one side of a circuit card to circuits on a circuit board 
through circuits on a ?exible film having some circuits 
thereon terminated to circuits on the board and further 
having at least one free side extending away from the 
board. comprising: 

a. an elongated base member for mounting on a circuit 
board with a circuit card receiving space there along 
side: 
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12 
b. support means on the base member for supporting 

actuator means; 
c. actuator means having a cam thereon slidably 

mounted on the support means on the base member 
for longitudinal travel,‘ and 

d. a module having one surface for receiving a free side 
of a ?exible film and one or more cam followers, the 
module being movably mounted so that the one sur 
face ?zces the card receiving space and the one or more 
cam followers cooperate with the cams such that by 
moving the actuator means longitudinally. the mod 
ule moves laterally towards the card receiving space. 

21. A connector for electrically connecting the circuits on 
one side of a circuit card to circuits on a circuit board 
through circuits on a flexible film having some circuits 
thereon terminated to circuits on the board and further 
having at least one free side extending away from the 
board. comprising: 

a. an elongated base member for mounting on a circuit 
board with a circuit card receiving space there along 
side; 

b. support means on the base member for supporting 
actuator means; 

c. actuator means having cams thereon slidably 
mounted on the support means on the base member 
for longitudinal travel; and 

d. a module having one surface for receiving a free side 
of a ?exible film and one or more com followers, the 
module being movably mounted so that the one sur 
face faces the card receiving space and the one or more 
com followers cooperate with the cams such that by 
moving the actuator means longitudinally, the mod 
ule moves laterally towards and away from the card 
receiving space. 

22. The connector of claim 21 wherein the module in 
cludes cam followers which cooperate with cams on the 
actuator means to move the module perpendicular relative 
to the base member during longitudinal travel of the actu 
ating means. 

23. The connector of claim 22 wherein the lateral and 
perpendicular movements of the module are time sepa 
rated. 

24. The connector of claim 22 further including cooper 
ating locating means for positioning the base member, 
support means and module in a predetermined registra 
tion. one with the other. 

25. The connector of claim 24 wherein said locking 
means further provide means for removably locking the 
module against longitudinal travel. ' 

26. The connector of claim 22 wherein the support 
means include card support means for supporting a card 
extending into the card receiving space alongside the base 
member. 

27. The connector of claim 26 wherein the support 
means includes a skirt having a slot extending along the 
length thereof and opening out towards the card receiving 
space and further the actuator means includes a guide bar 
slidingly received in and supported by the slot. 

28. The connector of claim 27 wherein the cams on the 
actuator means are carried on a cam bar which is joined to 
the guide bar by connecting means such that the cam bar 
is positioned between the skirt and the card receiving space. 

29. The connector of claim 28 wherein the cams are 
positioned on the sides and edges of the cam bar. 

30. The connector of claim 29 wherein the module is 
positioned on the cam bar. 

31. The connector ofclaim 2] wherein the base member 
includes a pair of support means. each being adjacent a 
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card receiving space to provide a basis for two, side-by-side 
connectors, with each connector adapted to connect a card 
surface to the circuit board. 

32. A connector for electrically connecting a circuit card 
to a circuit board through circuits on ?exible ?lm strips 
with some circuits on the strips being terminated to the 
board and with at least one free side of each strip extending 
away from the board, comprising: 

a. a pair of elongated base members adapted for mount 
ing on a circuit board in spaced apart, parallel fashion 
to define a card slot therebetween into which a circuit 
card may be placed; 

b. actuator guide means located on each base member 
and adapted to slidingly receive actuator means; 

c. actuator means having cams thereon and slidably 
located in the actuator guide means for longitudinal 
travel; 

d. at least two modules having cam followers and a 
receiving surface for receiving a free side of a ?exible 
?lm strip, said modules being positioned on each side 
of the card slot with the receiving surface facing there 
into and with the cam followers cooperating with the 
cams on the actuator means so that by moving the 
actuator means longitudinally, the modules move 
laterally towards and away from the card slot. 

33. The connector of claim 32 wherein said modules 
include com followers which cooperate with cams on the 
actuator means to move the modules perpendicular relative 
to the card slot. 

34. The connector of claim 32 further including cooper 
ating locating means on and for positioning the base mem 
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bers, actuator guide means and modules in a predeter 
mined registration, one with the other. 

35. The connector of claim 34 wherein said locating 
means further provide means for removably locking the 
modules against longitudinal travel. 

36. The connector of claim 34 wherein the actuator 
guide means may be fastened together with a circuit card 
therebetween so that upon locating the actuator guide 
means on the base members, the card extends into the card 
slot. 

37. The connector of claim 36 wherein the actuator 
guide means include skirts having guide bar support means 
extending along the lengths thereof and wherein the actua 
tor means includes a guide bar which is slidingly received 
in and supported by the guide bar support means. 

38. The connector of claim 37 wherein the cams on the 
actuator means are carried on a cam bar which is joined to 
the guide bar by connecting means such that the cam bar 
is positioned between the skirt and the card slot. 

39. The connector of claim 38 wherein the cams are 
positioned on the sides and edges of the cam bar. 

40. The connector of claim 39 wherein the modules are 
adapted to be positioned on the cam bars and with the cam 
followers cooperating with the cams. 

41. The connector of claim 32 wherein at least one base 
member includes two actuator guide means facing in dio 
metric directions and thereby provide the basis for two 
connectors, side-by-side. with each connector connecting a 
circuit card surface to the circuit board. 

* i i l * 


